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Item Code UPC CODE DESCRIPTION DETAILED CONTENTS

MT14400 8 904235 144008
TRADESPERSON'S 
DRYWALL POUCH

*Made from durable split grain leather. *Rust 
resistant capped rivets.

 *Reversed for easy access.  
*4 various sized pockets.

*soft fold over loop fits 2" belts 

MT14401 8 904235 144015
THE WEEKEND WARRIOR

 APRON

*Made from durable split leather.
* 2" wide polyweb belt with a quick realase 

buckle.
*Reversed, rounded corner pockets for easy 

access.
  *5 various sized pockets .

*1 semi-rigid harness leather hammer holder.
*1 rust resistant nickel plated hammer holder.

MT14402 8 904235 144022 CARPENTER APRON 

*Made from durable split leather.
* 2" wide polyweb belt with a quick realase 

buckle.
 *11 various sized pockets .

*2 rust resistant nickel plated hammer holder.
*rust resistant capped rivet.

MT14406 8 904235 144060
HAMMER 

RING FOR 2" BELTS

*Premium leather with water resistant finish.
*Nickel plated hardware.
*slotted loop fits 2" belts.

*rust resistant capped rivets.
*Leather hammer ring.

MT14407  8 904235 144077
MASTER CARPENTER'S

 APRON

*Top grain leather.
*Long life Veg-Tan harness quality leather 

belt with a strong roller buckle.
*Rust resistant, extra strong rivets, strengthen 
stress points and resist leather separation to 

*lengthen apron life
*Nickel plated suspender anchors and 

hammer rings.
*11 pockets, Including 2 extra large pockets
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MT14408 8 904235 144084
TRADESPERSON'S UTILITY

 KNIFE/PENCIL HOLDER 

*Features 3 pockets
*Made from semi-rigid veg-tan harness 

leather.
*Rust resistant capped rivets.

*Fits up to 2" belts

MT14409 8 904235 144091
SWIVELING HAMMER

 RING FOR 2" BELT

*Premium leather with water resistant finish.
*Nickel plated hardware.
*slotted loop fits 2" belts.

*rust resistant capped rivets.
*Leather hammer ring.

MT14410 8 904235 144107 HEAVY DUTY WORK BELT

*Fits waists from 30" to 47".
*Heavy-duty work belt.

*Leather construction with stainless steel 
buckle.

MT14411 8 904235 144114
KNIFE HOLDER WITH 

HAMMER RING

*Premium leather with water resistant finish.
*Nickel plated hardware.
*slotted loop fits 2" belts.

*rust resistant capped rivets.
*Leather utility knife holder

*Features top-grain leather pockets Includes 
hammer ring

MT14412 8 904235 144121
TRADESPERSON 

NAIL/TOOL/DRYWALL
 POUCH

Made from durable split grain leather. rust 
resistant capped rivets.

  3 pockets, reversed for easy access  
soft fold over loop fits 2" belts 
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MT14413 8 904235 144138 CARPENTER'S APRON 

made from durable split leather.
 2" wide polyweb belt with a quick realase 

buckle.
  5 various sized pockets .

 2 rust-resistant nickel-plated hammer holders 
.

 rust resistant capped rivet.

MT14414 8 904235 144145
MULTI POCKET NAIL / 

TOOL BAG 

*Made from supple split grain leather.
*Reversed, round corner pocket for easy 

acess.
*5 various sized pockets.

*Unique double wall pencil/marker pockets for 
easy in and out. 

*Nickel-plated rust resistant hammer holder.
*Soft fold over loop fits 2" belts.

MT14415 8 904235 144152
TRADESPERSON'S UTILITY 

KNIFE HOLDER

*Made from semi- rigid veg-Tan harness 
leather

*Rust resistant capped rivets.
*Slotted loop fits 2" belts.

*Leather utility knife holder with leather 
pockets

MT14417 8 904235 144176
THE MASTER

 CARPENTER'S APRON

*Made from premium water resistant top grain 
oil-tanned leather.

*Long life, colour matched veg-Tan harness 
quality leather belt with a strong roller buckle.

*Rust- resistant capped
*12 pockets, main pockets reversed for easy 

access.
*Two nickel-plated rust-resistant hammer 

loops.

MT14423 8 904235 144237
THE MASTER

 CARPENTER'S APRON WITH 
EXTRA LARGE POCKETS

*Made from premium water resistant top grain 
oil-tanned leather.

*Long life, colour matched veg-Tan harness 
quality leather belt with a strong roller buckle.

*Rust- resistant capped
*12 pockets, main pockets reversed for easy 

access.
*Two nickel-plated rust-resistant hammer 

loops.
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MT14424 8 904235 144244 DRYWALL TOOL POUCH
*Rust- resistant capped

*7 pockets drywall tool pouch.
*One nickel-plated rust-resistant hammer 

loop.

MT14425 8 904235 144251 MULTI TOOL POUCH

*Made from premium  top grain leather.
*Rust- resistant capped

*5 pockets, multi tool pouch
*One nickel-plated rust-resistant hammer 

loops.

MT14426 8 904235 144268
NON - ELASTIC 
SUSPENDERS 

*No stretch.
*Strong durable polyweb construction.

*Leather cross-over reinforcement.
*Tough electro-plated hardware.

MT14427 8 904235 144275
LEATHER WAIST BELT

(1 PC)

*Fits waists from 30" to 47".
*Heavy-duty work belt.

*Leather construction with stainless steel 
buckle.

MT14428 8 904235 144282
PRO OIL TANNED 

ELECTRICIAN POUCH

*10 Pockets & Tool holders. 
*Vertical storage

Includes tape holder, 
key fastener & tape chain
*Tunnel Loop Fits 3" belt

Genuine Leather
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MT 14429 8 904235 144299 LEATHER APRON *Multiple pockets

MT 14430 8 904235 144305
OIL TANNED LEATHER

 TOOL RIG

*Premium oil-tanned leather for maximum 
performance and longer life.

*Leather rig with hammer loop and inner 
pockets.

*Fits upto 50 inches waists.

MT 14431 8 904235 144312
11 POCKET COMBO WORK 

APRON

*Easy carry handle design provides
simple carrying option.

*5 Main reveresed nail/tool pockets
*6 smaller pockets fits pliers, nail sets, 

pencils, knife, etc.
*1 steel hammer holder

MT 14432 8 904235 144329
TRADEPERSON'S NAIL & 

FASTENERS POUCH WITH
 HAMMER HOLDER

*MADE FROM DURABLE SPLIT LEATHER.
*RUST RESISTANT CAPPED RIVET.
*3 POCKETS REVERSED FOR EASY 

ACCESS.
*2 PENCIL POCKET, 1 METAL HAMMER 

HOLDER.
*SOFT FOLD OVER LOOPS FITS 2" BELT.

MT 14433 8 904235 144336
1 PC HEAVY DUTY WORK 

BELT
( JOINT-LESS )

*Fits waists from 30" to 47".
*Heavy-duty work belt.

*Leather construction with stainless steel 
buckle.
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MT 14436 8 904235 144367
CARPENTER APRON WITH 
LEATHER BELT

*Made from durable split leather
*2" wide leather belt with a quick release 

buckle
*5 Various sized pockets

*2 Rust-resistant nickel-plated hammer 
holders

*Rust resistant capped rivet

MT 14437 8 904235 144374
MULTI-TOOL POUCH FOR 
LEFT HANDERS

*Made from durable top grain leather
*Rust resistant capped rivets
*5 pockets for easy access

*Soft fold over loop fits 2" belts

MT 14438 8 904235 144381
2 POCKET TOOL / PLIER 
HOLDER

*Made from heavy duty leather
*Loop-style pockets stay open
*Tapered screwdriver holder

*2 Front tool snaps
*Fits belts upto 2" wide

MT 14440 8 904235 144404 LEATHER KNEE PADS

*Abrasion-Resistant saddle leather
*Felt inner lining for comfort

*Pro leather
*Rivet reinforced

MT 14441 8 904235 144411 LEATHER DRILL HOLSTER

*Top grain leather
*Fits belts upto 2.5" wide
*Fits most 3/8" drive drills

*2 front pockets hold drill bits, pencils etc
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MT 14442 8 904235 144428 LEATHER SUSPENDERS

*Thick leather straps
*Extremely comfortable

*Easy on/off
*With out stronghold suspension

MT 14443 8 904235 144435 LEATHER KNEE APRON

*1 Pc Heavy weight split cowhide leather
*Nylon web strap

*Quick release buckle
*Size : 24"x18" Approx

MT 14444 8 904235 144442
18" CONTRACTOR'S 

TOOL BAG
(32 pockets)

* 22 Exterior pockets includes 1 flap 
covered pocket

* 10 Interior pockets
* Easy double-pull heavy duty zipper

* Adjustable non-slip padded shoulder 
strap

* Pop-up over design allows for easy 
access to tools and parts 

MT 14445 8 904235 144459

6 POCKETS  
MAINTENANCE TOOL 

POUCH

* Top grain leather
* Main molded deep pocket

* Two front molded tool pockets 
*TwoZ tapered screwdriver holders

*Fits betls upto 2-3/4" wide
* Tape chain, metal tool clip & leather 

measuring tape holder

MT 14446 8 904235 144466

MECHTOOSL 2" SADDLE 
LEATHER TOOL BELT 

WITH 
DOUBLE BUCKLE

(NATURAL)
FITS 29" - 45"

* Top grain saddle leather
* Heavy duty rivet reinforcement

* Double roller buckle 
* Fits waist 29 inch to 45 inch
* 2" wide belt - natural colour

NON STOCKED ITEMS - SPECIAL ORDER ONLY
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MT 14447 8 904235 144473

MECHTOOSL 2" OIL 
TANNED LEATHER TOOL 

BELT WITH 
DOUBLE BUCKLE
(DARK BROWN)

FITS 29" - 45"

* Top grain oil tanned leather
* Heavy duty rivet reinforcement

* Double roller buckle 
* Fits waist 29 inch to 45 inch

* 2" wide belt - dark brown colour

MT 14448 8 904235 144480 14 POCKETS TOOL ROLL

* PVC
* 26-1/2" L x 13" W (unrolled)

* Four 2-1/2" W x 6"H accordion 
pockets for bulky tools

* Ten 6" high flat pockets ranging from 
3.1-5/8" to 2-1/2" W

* Convenient cotton web tie straps
* Tools not included

MT 14449 8 904235 144497

11 POCKET  DELUXE 
COMPONENT 

CONTRACTOR LEATHER 
APRON

Top grain oil tanned leather - heavy duty 
* Heavy duty rivets reinforcement 

* Perimeter stitching reinforcement 
* Fit waist 39 inch - 52 inch

* 8 main nails & tool pockets + hammer 
holder 

* 3" heavy duty oil tanned top grain 
leather belt with antique double roller 

buckle

MT 14450 8 904235 144503
PRO  LEATHER TAPE & 

KNIFE HOLDER

* Heavy duty top grain saddle leather
* Excellent holder for chalk lines 

* Extra large tape holder, knife sheath 
and pencil holder

* Loop fits belt upto 2-1/2" wide
* Compact solution to small jobs 

MT 14451 8 904235 144510
PRO LEATHER / 

POLYESTER  FASTENER 
BAG

* Heavy duty top grain saddle leather
* 10 inch deep main pocket 

* 2 outer pockets & 1 nail pocket 
* Knife and plier holder 

* Heavy duty rivets reinforcement 
* Perimeter stitching reinforcement 
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MT 14452 8 904235 144527
PRO LEATHER 

ELECTRICIANS TOOL 
BAG

* Top grain oil tanned leather
* Efficient, hand specific tool and faster 

organization + tape chain holder 
* Knife and plier holder 

* Heavy duty rivets reinforcement 
* Perimeter stitching reinforcement 

MT 14453 8 904235 144534
PRO LEATHER / 

POLYESTER TOOL CASE

* Heavy duty top grain saddle leather
* 10 inch deep main pocket 

* 2 main pockets & 1 hammer loop
* 1 Measuring tape holder

* Heavy duty rivets reinforcement 
* Perimeter stitching reinforcement 

MT 14454 8 904235 144541
PRO 2-IN-1 

PLIER & HAMMER 
HOLDER

* Heavy duty top grain wax leather
* 2 times the tool capacity of other 

hammer holders
* Fits upto 3" wide belt

* Compact solution to small jobs

MT 14455 8 904235 144558

PRO 3" HEAVY DUTY 
SADDLE WAX LEATHER 

BELT
SMALL

* Heavy duty top grain saddle wax 
leather

* Nickle chrome plated roller buckle
* Perimeter stitching reinforcement
* Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
* Fits waist from 30 inch - 38 inch

MT 14456 8 904235 144565

PRO 3" HEAVY DUTY 
SADDLE WAX LEATHER 

BELT
MEDIUM

* Heavy duty top grain saddle wax 
leather

* Nickle chrome plated roller buckle
* Perimeter stitching reinforcement
* Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
* Fits waist from 33 inch - 41 inch
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MT 14457 8 904235 144572

PRO 3" HEAVY DUTY 
SADDLE WAX LEATHER 

BELT
LARGE

* Heavy duty top grain saddle wax 
leather

* Nickle chrome plated roller buckle
* Perimeter stitching reinforcement
* Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
* Fits waist from 37 inch - 45 inch

MT 14458 8 904235 144589

PRO 3" HEAVY DUTY 
SADDLE WAX LEATHER 

BELT
EXTRA LARGE

* Heavy duty top grain saddle wax 
leather

* Nickle chrome plated roller buckle
* Perimeter stitching reinforcement
* Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
* Fits waist from 41 inch - 49 inch

MT 14459 8 904235 144596

PRO 3" HEAVY DUTY 
SADDLE WAX LEATHER 

BELT
XX-LARGE

* Heavy duty top grain saddle wax 
leather

* Nickle chrome plated roller buckle
* Perimeter stitching reinforcement
* Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
* Fits waist from 45 inch - 53 inch

MT14461 8 904235 144619

PRO COMMERCIAL 
ELECTRICIAN'S TOOL 

BELT SET
SMALL

*Heavy duty top grain leather
*Several inside & outside tool pockets

*Leather/polyester bags
*2 in 1 tool & hammer holder

*Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
*Perimeter stitching reinforcement

*Function engineered for the modern 
electrician

*fits waist from 30 - 38 inch

MT14462 8 904235 144626

PRO COMMERCIAL 
ELECTRICIAN'S TOOL 

BELT SET
MEDIUM

*Heavy duty top grain leather
*Several inside & outside tool pockets

*Leather/polyester bags
*2 in 1 tool & hammer holder

*Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
*Perimeter stitching reinforcement

*Function engineered for the modern 
electrician

*fits waist from 33 - 41 inch
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MT14463 8 904235 144633

PRO COMMERCIAL 
ELECTRICIAN'S TOOL 

BELT SET
LARGE

*Heavy duty top grain leather
*Several inside & outside tool pockets

*Leather/polyester bags
*2 in 1 tool & hammer holder

*Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
*Perimeter stitching reinforcement

*Function engineered for the modern 
electrician

*fits waist from 37 - 45 inch

MT14464 8 904235 144640

PRO COMMERCIAL 
ELECTRICIAN'S TOOL 

BELT SET
X-LARGE

*Heavy duty top grain leather
*Several inside & outside tool pockets

*Leather/polyester bags
*2 in 1 tool & hammer holder

*Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
*Perimeter stitching reinforcement

*Function engineered for the modern 
electrician

*fits waist from 41 - 49 inch

MT14465 8 904235 144657

PRO COMMERCIAL 
ELECTRICIAN'S TOOL 

BELT SET
XX-LARGE

*Heavy duty top grain leather
*Several inside & outside tool pockets

*Leather/polyester bags
*2 in 1 tool & hammer holder

*Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
*Perimeter stitching reinforcement

*Function engineered for the modern 
electrician

*fits waist from 45 - 53 inch

MT 14466 8 904235 144664
PRO FRAMER

TOOL BELT SET
SMALL

*Heavy duty top grain leather
*Several inside & outside tool pockets

*Leather/polyester bags
*2 in 1 tool & hammer holder

*Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
*Perimeter stitching reinforcement

*Function engineered for the modern 
framer

*fits waist from 30 - 38 inch

MT 14467 8 904235 144671
PRO FRAMER

TOOL BELT SET
MEDIUM

*Heavy duty top grain leather
*Several inside & outside tool pockets

*Leather/polyester bags
*2 in 1 tool & hammer holder

*Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
*Perimeter stitching reinforcement

*Function engineered for the modern 
framer

*fits waist from 33 - 41 inch
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MT 14468 8 904235 144688
PRO FRAMER

TOOL BELT SET
LARGE

*Heavy duty top grain leather
*Several inside & outside tool pockets

*Leather/polyester bags
*2 in 1 tool & hammer holder

*Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
*Perimeter stitching reinforcement

*Function engineered for the modern 
framer

*fits waist from 37 - 45 inch

MT 14469 8 904235 144695
PRO FRAMER

TOOL BELT SET
X-LARGE

*Heavy duty top grain leather
*Several inside & outside tool pockets

*Leather/polyester bags
*2 in 1 tool & hammer holder

*Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
*Perimeter stitching reinforcement

*Function engineered for the modern 
framer

*fits waist from 41 - 49 inch

MT 14470 8 904235 144701
PRO FRAMER

TOOL BELT SET
XX-LARGE

*Heavy duty top grain leather
*Several inside & outside tool pockets

*Leather/polyester bags
*2 in 1 tool & hammer holder

*Heavy duty rivets reinforcement
*Perimeter stitching reinforcement

*Function engineered for the modern 
framer

*fits waist from 45 - 53 inch


